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CHAPTER - I 



INTRODUctION 

Tbegretical Framework_!or Military !gterye~ 

Military intervention in politics in the third 'NOrld 

countries bas become a conmon phenomenon. There are particular 

type of states, where civilian governmEJltS have been subjected_ 

to interference of the armed forces. These states are conspi

cuous for absence of an effective executive, and lack of 

political maturity, an outcome of a process of conflict bet "Ween 

continuity and change. This phenomenon favours of development 

of the military as a core group and encourages it to dominate 

the civUian authority. 

Military coups occur in a variety of situations. Where 

the intervention of army in civilian affairs indicates that. 

civilian governments are not in a position to control corrup

tion; that material improvement does not match ideological 

perspective; that traditional institutions are unable to bring 

about material improvements and that modernised elites are 

unable to establish healthy political institutions and strong 

structures to sustain the momentum of social mobilisation and 

modernisation. 1 

Military intervention also occursin a situation "Where 

the civilians have for long meddled with the military 

--·----
1. Perlemutter Amos, E"XPt, The f.tJl.etorian Staji~ (Ne\tl Jersey, 

1974), p. 6. 
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organizations. 2 

In general, lihen the civilian political structures and 

institutions fail, factionalism develops; and constitutional 

means for the conduct of political actions are unavailable. 

In such a grave situation the civilian turn to the mUitary 

either discrec:liting the military by engaging it in unpopular 

action to remedy a series of political mistakes or else the 

military's fear of excessive interference leading to the 

destruction of its potentiality to act in the future.3 

In some countries, constitutional rulers had been 

imposed by external forces and, therefore, lacked traditional 

foundations. With the "Withdra'«al of the external forces and 

the advent of a myriad of political problems, politicians, 

corrupted the rules of the new political order. The absence 

of traditional loyalties either to the rules or to the 

politicians led to the atrophy of the strength of political 

o rganiza.tions. As governmental structures became 'We&ker, 

struggles for control of po'Wer intensified and any initial 

agreement on the rules failed. The situation VJas sumnarized 

by Hobbesian phrase - clubs become trump "When no rule of 

2. J .c. Hurewit z, M__iddle Kast Politics: Mili.tJI.~Q.D 
(Ne-w York, 1969), in which be urged the entrenctment of the 
military in politics in the Hiddle East states because of 
its alliance and supportiv.e role to one of the civilian 
groups and political organizations to help the latter grab 
po"Wer. And precisely this partnership of the army justifies 
their claim to rule, when the civilians fail to maintain 
political stability. 

3. W .R .Thompson~ "Regime Vulnerability and Military Coups'',_ 
Qwmsu-atiy e (.g.litics (N811J York), vol.7, no .4, 1975, p .4~2. 
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trump is established. As there is no other constitutional 

alternative forthcoming, the military enters the "political 

vacuum 11 1n order to force a popularly desired change of 

goveranent or to save a crisis-ridden political systen.4 

Eric Nordlinger bas suggested three patterns or 

politi~al involvement of the military.5 In the first or 

these, the military act as "moderators". He says that in 

this model, they do not overtly seize the reins of government 

but rather exercise "veto power" from behind the scenes. Only 

if the civilian authorities fail to comply -wi tb the desires 

of the military t ben they execute a "displacement coup" 

designed to bring a more malleable civilian group to power. 

The goals of military groups \Jbicb fit this model are corres

pondingly limited in scope, namely to preserve status quo, 

maintaining the balance of power among contending groups, 

enforcing the political and constitutional ground rules, 

staving off practically any kind of important change in the 

distribution of economic re\Jards and ensuring political order 

and government stability. 

A second type of military regime is referred to as a 

"guardian" regime. Military guardian are essentially similar 

4. H.Daalder, The Role of tn,e Military in_:kbe Emer&i[li 
Countries (The Hague, 1962), p.15. dee P.J.Vatikiotis, 
The Eg)!ptian ArtU-1n.J:olitics: Pattern 1:Q.r_New Nation~ 
<Bloomington, 1961 ), pp.248-50. 

5· ~otuoted in Frank Tachau and l-1atin Heper 'The State 
Politics and the Military 1n Turkey," Conwarati~ ~olitic~, 
vol.16, 1983,p.17. 



to moderator except that they feel it necessary to displace 

the civUian governors, that is to assume control of government. 

Their goals include: "tbe removal of squabbling, corrupt and 

excessively partisan politicians, the revamping of the govern

mental a.rXl bureaucratic machinery to make for greater 

efficiency, and the redistribution of some power and economic 

rewards among civilian groups.... Basically, they intend to 

correct ~hat are seen to be the malpractices and deficiencies 

of the previous government. They are "Iron aurgons" ready to 

make some incision into tbe body politic, but doing little to 

replace what has been cut out or even to ensure tbat the 

surgical operation has lasting consequences after the praeto

rians6 discharge the patient." 

F'inally, t be third type of military regime is the ruler 

type. This type is more ambitious and far-reaching than either 

of the t\>lo. Far from -wishing to maintain the status quo, this 

type of regime bas its goal not only to control but often to 

bring about basic changes in significant aspects of the politi

cal, economic and even social system. 7 

They invariably attempt "the root-and-branch destruction 

of monarchies, traditional oligarchies, and political parties •••• 

-------------------------------
6. ''Praetorianism is a ~rd frequently used to characterize a 

situation where the military class in given society exercises 
independent political poV~er -within it by virtue of an actual 
or threatened use o1' force" - says F'edreck l·iendell Watkin, 
~ Xncycl~edia of Social~iences, vo1.11, London, 1962, 
p.305. 

7• li'rank Tachau and Matin Heper, n.3, p.17. 
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Praetorian rulers ••• coDlllk>nly believe that ••• high-powered 

investment am modernization programmes are required ·to bring 

about steady economic growth.... Repression is generally 

more extensive.... Polity, economy and society are to be 

penetrated from above." 

Altb:>ugb virtually all military regimes promise to 

retire from po-wer once their goals are achieved, the first and 

second types (moderators an:i guardians) are more likely to 

fulfil that promise relatively quickly, in accordance with 

their more conservative and modest goals. The ruler types, 

ho-wever, are likely to stay in po-wer for a more eXtended period 

of time, perhaps indefinitely. 8 

The military have intervened in Turkish politics three 

times since the establishment of republic, in 1960, in 1971 

an:l in 1980. Each intervention was justified as necessary 

to re-establish or safeguard democracy and the state. These 

interventions occurred in a polity which for much of its 

history since 1923, has been under the danination of a regime 

-whose backbone has been the military. 

Apart from above mentioned typology, there are many 

other factors which favour the military intervention:. 

-----------·------
8. Eric A.Nordlinger, 9-<>J.diers -in PoJ.itics: Military QQijpS WJ11 

Governments, (London, 1977 , pp.26-27. 
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~Uk em Inef~i:te Political P LtUe§. 

E'eeble and inefficient political partieS are one of the 

key factors that encourage$" military action. In many develop

ing countries, there are no strong political parties. Most of 

t bem represent part icul.ar interests and its leaders becane less 

effective ~ promoting projects necessary tor the economic 

growth and integration of their country as a whole.9 ~reover, 

the increase in the use of' state power to suppress dissent and 

opposition, lea& to chaos, violence and anarchy. Hence, the 

civilians lose the legitimacy. And consequently, when the 

military intervenes, the countervailing civilian forces becomes 
10 too weak to forestall the army takeover. 

It is argued that economic deterioration invites the 

military coup, that coups are less likely when economic condi

tions are improving. In a deteriorating situation, political 

leaders are likely to be bla:ned whether or not the circumstances 

are within the scope of' goverhmental control. Obviously, in an 

improving situation leaders are equally apt to take crooit. 11 

------------------~-----
9· Amos Perlemutter,_ I,he Mi.1.1.t&a.....aDd.-f.oJ.lliC§_in Mod.em_T..im~li 

(New Havan, 1972;, p.140. 

1 o. S .E J'iner1 among the gen~ral theories, the one that seems 
most expl~cit and systematic is his study ctL the question 
of the legitimacy of the civilian authority. Seeil 
s.E.F:iner, tb.u.en on HoJse_~~k!I;The Ro~ or MU tary 1u. 
PQlit~ (New York, 1962 , pp.B7 3. 

11. Thompson, n .3, p .472. 
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It bas been often observed that military intenention 

is not precipitated by the military groups tb~selves but by 

the civilian authority. It occurs following a period of 

internal unrest in which civilian authorities come to rely 

hea-vily on the armed forces to maintain themselves in power. 12 

This tendency bas been evident during the Deroocrat regime. 

The democrats used armed forces to remain in po~er. 

The military's effective capacity to act in the 

political system is acquired from its advanced training and 

communication net~orks, its access to htt.rarchically disciplined 

manpoower and its monopoly of arms. In addition to this, in a 

crisis Situation, no other institution symbolises so much the 

national independence and sovereignty as the army. Invariably 

the announced national interest is coloured by the corporate 

self-interest of the army. 13 

The factors e:xplained above \olould provide the rough 

tools for analysing a specific coup case, the army intervention 

in Turkey. The outlines surveyed ~oulrl help to e:xplain the 

various aspects of V~ch 1971 coup in Turkey. 

12. 

13. 

D .il.Rusto~, "!be MUi tary in the Middle Eastern Society 
and Politics," in Jason L.Finkle and Richard W .Gablel (eds. ), 
Political Q.etalopment and· ~ial Chal}fe (New York, 1966), 
p.391. 

Ben-Dor Gabrielt 'The Politics of Threat: Military Interven
tion in the MidOle East" in Kaurvetaris1 George A an:l . 
Dabratz,_ Betty A (eds.), ~rld P~~i,~;~ectJ,~s in the §ociol.Q.&.;"L 
of the Mllll~Y (Ne\ol Jersey, 1977, p.168. 
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f.b~ Emer&encg or National Poll.:tical Sysem an!! 
~jor Reform~ 

The war of independence was skUfully organized and 

courageously carried to successful conclusion by Mustafa _Kamal 

Pasha. Thus, he freed the country from foreign domination and 
u.;... . 

laid foundation of a new independent and sovereign state. 
1\ 

Finally he established the Turkish Republic in 1923. This may 

be considered as the first phase of the ''rurkish Nationalist· 

Revolution "• The second phase was to bring about complete and 

rapid restructuring of society. 

However, Mustafa Kemal did not attempt to dismantle the 

socio-economic edifice at one blo\ol, but preferred to achieve 

modernization gradually through a series Of careful changes, 

altering first tbe superstructure. In order to achieve these 

goals, he utilized the governmental system and structure of the 

defunct empire, enlisted the support of the t rad it ionalist elite, 

bureaucracy, army, exhibited extreme care and prudence in 

directing the meagre resources of his country towards the twin 

objectives of national security and modernization. 14 

~~ty Reform 

To this end, the Sultanate 'Was abolished, a ne._ o:msti

tution was adopted which declared that the Grand National 

Assembly of Turkey 'WaS to be the sole representative of the 

14. Metin Tamkoe 11Stable Instability of the Turkish Polity", 
Middle ES&~~-Jol.lmal (Washington,D.c.), vol.27, 1973, p.323. 
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nation. These drastic changes were followed by steps in 

erea.ting greater differentiation, functional, specifity and 

integration of all governmental institutions. In addition 

to the governmental agencies in the provinces and tbe military 

establishnents, the. Republican People's Party was given the 

task o! disseminating its principles or nationalism, republicBR

ism, reformism, estatism, populism and secularism so as to bring 

about greater public support for the central authority of the 

state. 15 

.§Q.c.Ul and Econg,mi,c Refo~ 

It appears that tbe changes ~ introduced by tbe 

regime dealt a heavy blow only to tbe symbolic aspects of 

socio-economic life. For e:xample, international calenda:r and 

system of time, international numbering system, the Latin 

alphabet and tbe deciillal system of measurement were adopted 

bet,.,een 1929 and 1931; a roodern civil code was adopted in 1926; 

family names were ordered, adopted and all titles and hereditary 

positions were abolished in 1934; women were given equal rights 

in the same year. 

In the economic spheres a new comnercial code was 

introduced in 1926; private enterprises were promised conces

sions and governmental suppox:t to encourage the gro\lltb of the 

private sector of the economy; a new law was incorporated into 

the constitution in 1935 to regulate working conditions. 16 

15. Ibid., p.325. 

16. Ibid., p.328. 
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Ho"'ever, it may be noted that these steps have brought 

about appreciable changes 1n the out"'ard manifestation of the 

socio-economic life but did not penetrate deeply into the 

traditional Turkish culture. The reason for the neglect of 

drastic and substantive cultural change seems to lie 1n the 

fact that Ataturk was pre-occupied with the quest ion of national 

security, internal cohesion and stability. Social and economic 

questions seem to have attracted the attention of the leadership 

only to the extent that they have had direct bearing on the 

question of national Security. 17 

'Ula_T urkish t.Qlill~ Cultu.t,e 

Undoubtedly, sincere efforts "'ere made to lay the 

democratic foundations in a still feudal Turkish society. 

Unfortunately there never evolved genuine democratic institu

tions chiefly because of the lack of popular participation in 
18 tbe democratic process. The political elite look upon tbem-

sel ves as having the right to lead the general masses, protect 

and preserve the republican regime, act as the guardian of the 

principle of Ataturkism. This feeling of superiority reinforces 

17. D.A. Rusto¥~, he writes: "Kemal indeed displayed little 
interest in social and economic change as these have to be 
understood, since the Mexican, Russian and anti-colonial 
revolution. For him, eco~omic improvement and bridging 
of class differences were practical requirements of national 
solidarity and international stature, rather than deeply felt 
needs of human justice and dignity." See, Abadan Armagan, 
1-taturk as l'ounder of a St.§.~JL (Ankara, 1969), p.569. 

18. Metin Tamkoe, n.14, p.329. 
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the belief that it is the elite in general and the governing 

elite in particular llbicb is to bring Turkey to the level' of 

contemporary civilization. 19 

~milo sitiQn of RtUlY,lll~~ P egple' s Party 

Modem Turkey bas emerged from historical circumstances. 

At that crucial Juncture there was not much agreement among the 

forces on the character of tbe new regime. The coalition was 

composed of army officers, state officials, members of the new 

professions - lawyers, journalists and teachers - who formed an 

intelligentsia and, merchants and businessmen and the landlords 

and magnates in the countryside. This :Ll'lformal alliance founded 

the new state and the stability of the new state depetried on its 

continuation. 20 

In course of time the officers and members of the 

intelligentsia tended to be radical in their demand for changes 

and wanted the state to be radical in their programmes. However, 

the merchants and businessmen, the landowners, and the magnates 

-----------------------------------
19· Kemal Karpet, Pol1tic.!!La'1 Soc1:z:0;Tpou~b'UB the Contem~ot:al:Y 

l-iiddle Ea§.t. (New York, 196 ), p.3 • here he bemoans 
"Bureaucracy and intelligentsia energed as distinct social 
groups and vieYJed them.sel ves as superior to other social 
groups, not through discuss :ion, but through the force of 
state power. This situation is the great est disaster that 
can befall a society". Of course, "state po'Wer" or "power 11 

in general is a psychology relation between those woo 
eJtercise it and those over whom it is exercised. And as 
such in ''Western democracies" values are allocated by the 
way in which po-wer is distributed and used. In these 
societies power in fact concentrated in tbe hands of the 
politico-economic elite. 

20. }/.Ahmad, 'tu.r.~ E~Ao Danocracy lli5.Q-Z5) 
(London, 1977), p.?. 
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on the other hand distrust~ state intervention in so far as 

it threatened their interests by holding out the possibility of 

land reform and of state monopolies in trade. Consequently, no 

serious attempt was made to alter the structure ot rural Turkey, 

where 80 per cent population 11 ved and worked • 21 

While the bureaucratic intellectual wing of the party 

strongly supported the land reform measures, the ·representatives 

of lande1 interests vehenently opposed it. Though only land 

reform attempt of the RPP ended in total failure, it cost tbe 

party some support among the large land ovmers. 22 By 1945 the 

political alliance which had provided stability since 1923 had 

brokedown and a new political po\oler needed, which came in the 

shape of De:nocrat Party. 

~t.i::.P arty s y~em 

Perhaps the most momentous decision affecting Turkish 

domestic politics in the po~t-.Ataturk era was to change Turkey's 

single party system to nulti-party one. On 7 January 1946 the 

formation of the Democrat Party was officially announced and 

Turkey began its new experiment with democracy. The Democrats 

professe1 more liberal political and economic vieVJs than the 

Republican People's Party. They e::xpresse1 a general attitude 

-------
21. Ibid., p.8. 

22. K.H.Karpat, T1.1~ey' s PolJ.t.ic.§.: The Trao;Utiion t.o. a Mu.lU::. 
~arty System, rinceton, NJ, 1959), p.125. 
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more sympathetic to private enterprise. They also indicated a 

more active interest in the rural population and its problems, 

promised to grant labour unions the right to strike and would 

be more tolerant in religious matters. Tbe Democrats received 

the support of many groups, including liberals hoping for less 

authoritarian regime. Tbe Turkish business community which bad 

grO\lln in size and strength during the war years also disliked 

the elitist policies of the Republican people's party.23 

The Democrat Party also benefite1 from the accumulated 

resentment of voters against the often arbitrary behaviour and 

abuses of po\ller by bureaucrats, -which they blamed on the RPP. 

Thus the multifarious grievances and discontents "'ith the ruling 

RPP, subsequently got crystali zed into a firm alJ.iance among 

the businessmen and workers, landlorjs and landless peasants, 

cleries and professionals. And they gave resounding victory to 

ne\olly established Democrat Party in 1950.24 

No doubt, the Dem::>crat Party government got considerable 

success in the beginning. Yet in the long run they failed to 

arrest deteriorating economy on -which the very success of the 

government "'as dependent. Despite its espousal of private 

23. Edwin J .Cohn, '{ijJ:ki§h E,CQ.n.Q!l!ic, ~nd PQli.t.iga1 Ch~,a 
(New York, 1970), pp.16-17. 

24. Ali lwbrayat i, ~ Republi ~ of Turkey i.n_Mi~dl.fL.!Mt, ~t.~ 
GovernmentLWld.. PoliticsCalifornia, 1972 ,p.291. 
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enterprises and condemnation of statism, the Democrat Party 

regime resorted increasingly to state investment and state 

management of the economy, including futile attempts to regu

late prices and prevent profiteering and boarding. The 

inflationary atmosphere and general instability distort~ the 

investment pattern in favour of projects offering a quick 

profit and encouraged speculation, all or which gave business 

a bad name and intensified the anti-business bias of bureaucrats, 

officers am professors, because their relatively high standard 

of living was being badly eroded by inflation. 

Opposition politicians, acad~icians, jou:c·nalists and 

civil servants became increasingly critical of the regime's 

economic policies and of the resulting inflation. Instead of 

revising its policies or answering its critics, tbe regime 

resorted to repressive measures. The increasingly authoritarian 

measures disillusioned and alienated members of the intelligent

sia, who had originally welcomed the Democrat Party because of 

its more liberal philosophy. 25 

In brief, the introduction of the pluralist system, the 

process of political diversification and polarisation leading 

to multiplication of groups, conflictual relations among the 

elite, tee rise of a new and articulate intermediary class in 

t be \-Jake of upward social mobility and tbe erosion of political 

-----------------------------------
25. Ed\-Jin J.Cohn, n.23, p.23. 
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bases of the major political parties because of change in 

ideological orientation and their rei:ia.nce in small groups 

finally resulted in tcbe weakening0~the Kemalist unity and the 

resurrection of severe pre-Kamalist interests conflict llhich 

produc~ simultaneous ~agnation and 1nstability.26 

Role_gf Turkim..!rJU 

The role of the military in TurkiSh culture has trad i

tionally been one of paramount importance. Turks first assumed 

prominence in Islam by virtue of their military pro\<le·~. They 

served as military retainers of reigning Muslim monarchs. With 

the decline in quality and po-wer of these monarches, Turkish 

military officers gradually assumed po"Wer in their own right. 

· Tbe Ottoman Turks incorporated yet another military tradition 

as they established their empire .in Asia }llino r, they emerged 

as a frontier principality defending and extending the realm 

of Islam against the Christian Byzantine Empire based in the 

imperial city of Constantinopole (Istanbul). Ultimately, they 

established their own empire at the expense of other Turkish 

l".LUslim states to the east and the .Byzantine Empire to the West. 

Thus tbe military pla.yed a key role in the establish'Ilent of the 

0 -. 27 t to man ..t!..mpire. 

-------------------------------
26. Ozbuddun, Ergun 7 ''Established Revolution and Unfinished 

Revolution: Con'trasting Patterns of Democratisation in 
Turkey and Me:xico 11 ~ in cl.P.Huntington and C.H.Moore (eds.), 
~tborJ.t&tla.o. Po li~ics .. in MQ®rn §Q_ciety: .1.ll.e DynamiQA...Q.! 
Estaplisb~_Qll~ (Ne'W Iork, 1970), p.373. 

27. F .Tachau. and Matin Heper, n.5, p.18. 
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The Ottoman army composed mainly of the jClnissaries · 

\13as of an extremely distinctive kind. It was dependent upon 

and subordinate to the authority of state as an instrument 

acting as "machine like fidelity". 28 

During the period of the constitutional monarchy after 

the overthrow of the autocratic Abdul Hamid II, the victorious 

unionist officers remained within the army while manipulating 

the government from behind the screen. However, Kemal .Ataturk 

was oppos~ to the 'barrack government'. He rather decided to 

continue his struggle for the liberation of the nation from the 

occupying forces in the heart of the nation as a liberator. 29 

One of the important aspects of Kemalist regime was that 

Mustafa Kemal fought to exclude the military from politics. 

Re took initiative in persuading the parliament to forbid 

military officers to stand for election unless they resigned 

their commissions. This Shows his strong conviction in keeping 

a~ay the army from political arena. 

But the major factor in stable relations between the 

military and civilian leadership was the military back ground 

of Mustafa Kemal himself. In spite of the formal separation 

of army from civilian authority, Kemal was assured of military 

-------------------
28. Richard D.Robinson The First Turkish Re;gublic: _!...Q.au 

~tudy~~iQnal Develo;gmeut (Cambridge, Mass, 1963), p.234. 

29. D.A.Rustow, ''.rhe Military in Turkey" in Robert Ward and 
D.A. Rustow, e.,g,l~tical #;>Q.ernization QU~n and Turkey 
(Princeton, 1964 , p .380. 
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support for his far reaching reform programmes. By the same 

token, the military were assured of freedom from partisan 

political interference 1n their affairs as well as access to 

the highest autborities.30 Tbe armed forces, therefore, 

could not be out of pplitics in any larg~r sense. Mustafa 

Kemal's continued regard for and reliance on the military is 

well illustrated in his Konya speech of 22 February 1931. He 

declared ''Whenever the Turkish nation has wanted· to take a 

step up, it bas always looked to the army ••• as the leader of 

movements to achieve lofty national ideals.... when speaking 

of the army, I am speaking of the intelligentsia of the 

Turkish nation \Jho are the true owners of this country •••• 

The Turkish nation ••• considers its army the guardian of its 

ideal. "31 

This apolitical army, totally subo rd in at ed to the 

civilian po\Jer, is at the same time entrusted with the mission 

of securing unconditional defence of the political institutions 

of the state against both external and internal danger. 

The last three military interventions in a span of three 

decades since the introduction of the multiparty system, accord

ing to the military leaders, have been carried out in accordance 

30. 

31. 

D .. A.Rustow, "'he A.rmy and the .r'ounding of the Turkish 
Republic", ~·, vol.11, no.4, 1959, p.516. 

Turk Inkilap Tarihi (~. ), Ata~rkyn §<>yl.ey ye_~leri, 
vol.2 (Ankara 1952), p.266, as quoted in G.S.Harris, 
'The Role of Military in T urkisb Politics, " .t:!.i.W!l& Ea$ 
Journal, vol.19, Spring 1965, P·56· 
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wi tb the above provision~ i'So whenever, there is· any political 

instability, tbe leaders of tbe Turkish army make the use of 

Konya speech as an order of the day. 

Coup-de-tat of 27 May 1960 

Tbe coup ended a decade of Democrat Party rule that 

commenced auspiciously but ended in disaster. reA regime that 

had come to office by free elections in an outstanding example 

of the orderly transfer of power bad lost its legitimacy in the 

eyes of at least the better informed and more articulate members 

of the Turkish community because of its repeated abuses of powr 

and was toppled by extra-legal means in order to restore the 
32 

b~lyeroded ruleofl~. 

By 1958, the acute mismanagernent of the ecooomy, high 

inflation~ heavy e:xternal debt and mislocation of resources 

brought Turkey to a state of bankruptcy. The cost of living 

rose by appro:ximately 150 per cent b et'Ween 1953 and 1958.33 

Opponents were quick to point out that Danocrat Party cabinets 

had not planned the development of Turkey's economy seriously 

and barl paid insufficient attention to its socio-c~ltural 

probl.ems, notably education (during the 1950s, reportedly, 

32. Edwin J .Cohn, n. 23, p .24. 

33. D.J .Simpson, "Development as a Process: The Mendres Phase 
in T~rkey," tliddle ES\st ~m~, vol.19, no.2, Spring 1965, 
pp.1 :;,0-51. 
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more mosques were built than school)~ In foreign affairs, 

the stalemate in Cyprus, under conditions which many saw as a 

. Turkish political defeat, was also blamed on the Dem:>crat 

Party 1-ership. The latter's reaction, natural perhaps but 

unwise, was to soow increasing impatience with criticism, shut 

down newspapers, generally muzzled the press and intimidated 

the op~sition. 35 The proportion of ex-military officers among 

the political elite (i.e. in parliament and cabinet) declined. 

The t-win pillars of the Kemalist regime (the military and civil 

bureaucracy) receded in power and significance in the 1950s 

overshadowed by the co:nmercial entrepreneurs and businessmen as 

well as segments of provincial and regional elites. These 

groups became the core of support for the Democrat Party. In 

addition, the e:xpanded educational facilities Of the Republican 

era opened up alternative career avenues for upward mobility, 

particularly in the professions. The inflation which developed 

under the Democrat's ambitious policies of rapid economic 

development, the civil servant and mill tary bureaucrats suffered 

material and psychic losses because their sal~ries failed to 

keep up with rapidly rising costs. Thus the military felt ~ 

34. J .M. le.ndu, ~~c&l PQl,itic.§._in TurkeY (Jerusalem, 1974), 
p.4. 

35. Bernard Le-wis, ''Democra~y in Turkey", Middle Ea~~ 
Affait~, vo 1.1 o, no.2, .i!'ebruary 1959, pp • 55-72. 
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they bad lost access not only to the pinnacle of power, but 

to sqcial status and prestige as well.36 

Tbe Democrat Party's use of the military against its 

political foes, instead of police was seen, in ordering the 

army to stop the train on which Inonu was travelling to 

deliver a speech in K~yseri in April 1960, to forcibly 

disperse ant-i-government demonstrations of student S• The 

!request use of army brought the army to such a •crucial 

juncture that its established role of political neutrality 

1.fJas in perU. No'W either it must become 1-ienderes' s tool for 

repressing all opposition, or it would have to intervene at 

its initiative to protect both Turkish democracy. and its own 

position above parties. Nevertheless, the Democrat Party 

leadership was surprised when a group of thirty eight anny 

officers struck~7 Nay 1960. 37 It is note'Wortby to mention 

here that when General Gursel accomplished the bloodles_s 
.. 

coup, the jubatant crowd hung out flags and chanted ·~urriyet, 

Hurriyet" (Freedom, Freedom). 

Imnediately after the coup the army generals addressed 

the nation. 'The crisis into 'Which our dOOiocracy bas fallen, 

in vie'W of the recent sad incidents and in order to avert 

36. Ergun Ozbudun, I.nLRole of the Military in Recent Tru1§11 
~litics (Harvard, 1966), p.28. 

37. J.M. Landu, n.34, pp.7-8. 
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fratricide, the Turkish armecl forces have taken over the 

administration of the country. They also made clear that this 

initiative was not directed against any person or class. Our 

administration will not take any aggressive act against 

individuals, nor -w-ill it allow other to do so. All country

ment irrespective of the parties to which they may belong 

woU:la be treated in accordance with the laws. 38 

who were the 

rulers. The National Unity 

Committee eJCpressed desire to return the government to a 

civilian 'parliament, within three months, however, the transfer 

actually took nearly ~ fifteen months • 

The National Unity Committee took drastic steps concern

ing Democratic Party members. More than four hundred ousted 

Democrat Party leaders were put on public trial, which ended 

with severe sentences on the accused. Menderes and his 

Ministers of :Finane es and Foreign Affairs, Hasan Po latkan and 

Fatin Rustu were e::xecuted, President Bayar' 3 death sen~ence was 

commuted to life imprisonment on account of his advanced age. 

¥!B.ny other Democrat Party members were jailed for various 

terms. 39 

---------------------------
38. F'iroz Ahmad, n.20, p.160. 

39. G.Lewis, 'Turkey: Tbe Tborny Road to Democracy", ~ill 
Today, vol.18, no.5, May 1962, pp.187-88. 
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An author sympathetic to the De100crat Party regime 

observed, the forcible overthrow of a~ legally elected govern

ment, however, corrupt, incompetent and tyrannical it bad 

become, bad the unfortunate effect of establishing a precedent 

for the seimre of power by the military in violation of the 

political norms. 40 

lmnediately after the coup the National Unity Committee 

commissioned several university professors to prepare a new 

constitution. After lengthy consultations, and sane pressure 

from tbB political parties, the consultation was finally 

approved by a referendum on 9 July 1961. 

The 1961 constitution contained much from that of 1924 

constitution as well as number of concepts and ideas from the 

constitutions of several West European states.41 The new 

constitution assumed a social character in addition to a 

democratic and secularist character. It also inoorporated 

brakes on the arbitrary behaviour of future govem:nents, 

introduced the proportional voting system, encouraged the 

youths and labour participation through various associations, 

expressed need for rapid economic development and social 

justice within a democratic order. 42 

40. Edwin J .Cohn, n.23, p.31. 

41. Ismet Giritli, "Some Aspects of the New Turkish Constitu
tion", tu.wla.P~-!L.Cl!lm!!l, {\tlashington,DC), vol.14, no.1, 
winter 1962, pp.1-17· 

42. J .M • .Landu, n.34, p.10. 
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Among other concepts, the new constitution laid down 

. that political parties are necessary 1n a democracy, hence 

may be formed freely and function unhindered, bat made account

able for their incomes and expenditures. Parties, therefore, 

became institut 1onalized under the new constitution. 43 A 

constitutional court was estab.lished, in order to check and 

safeguard all freedoms. Further a senate was added to the 

former national assemply. 

The second Republic put emphasis on social rather than 

"ism .. ~ Thus the next decade ~itnessed further rise of political 

organizations of the intelligentsia on behalf of the socialist 

ideologies ranging from Fabianism to extreme Marxisr.a. 

43. S.erif Ma.rd in, uopposition and Control in Turkey", 
~ernment ~nq Op~osition, London, April 1966, p.386. 

' 44. Kemal Karpatj "Socialism and Labour Party of Turkey", 
MJ,ddle East !!.Wl.trull, lip ring 1967, p .157. 



CHAPTER - II 



THE ARMY MEMORANDUM OF 12 MARC".tl 1971 

The 1961 constitution guaranteed freedom or thought, 

expression, association and publication as well as other 

democratic liberties considered fundamental in Westem 

democracies. In addition, it promised social and economic 

rights,w'lith·the provision for the right or state to plan 

economic development so as to achieve s:>cial justice, am the 

right of the individual to ownership ani inheritance of 
1 property and freedom of work and enterprise. 

In theory, the state was given the right to plan 

economic development so as to achieve social justice. However, 

in actual practice, the forces 'Which controlled the state and 

whose interests it served obstructed any advance tO\tlards social 

justice. The ne"W constitution did not make any fundamental 

change in the political and socio-economic structure. The 

Democrat Party was outlawed but nothing was done to prevent 

the return of neo-Democrats. Since the socio economic basis 

of po\oler remained unaltered the olrl political forces were 

bound to come to front. This became the principle contradic

tion, because the neo-Democrats and conservative Republicans 

were determined to prevent its implementation. 2 

1. J .M. lendu, fulQ.i.cfll..._~.!;~!n ModeoL~n (Jerusalem, 
1974), p .1 o. 

2. Firoz Ahmad, ~..lJ.lrlU.§U~eriment in l?~IDQ.e,racy (london, 
1977), p.186. 
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As a result of the freedoms guaranteed by the constitu

tion, intellectual societies with radical leftist tendencies 

were organized in tbe universities to debate and publicize 

Turkey's problems. The trade unions were given the right to 

strike, but within limits to be determined by legi:slation. 

The new constitution also established a constitutional court 

in order to prevent misuse of freedom and power. Nevertheless 

it provr~ ineffective to control extremism.3 Thus taking 

advantage of their freedom, extremists 'Were able to defy 

constitution, and had ~redted acute la'W and order problem. 

The situation 'Was so much grave that the army intervened for 

the second time in 1971, in order to save the Turkish Republic. 

With the provision .. of the neVi constitution, nev~ parties 

began to emerge and took part in the elections 'Which were held 

on :15 October 1961. The parties that ~participated in the 

election} of these four VI ere the most important; the Republican 

People • s Party (RPP) led by Ismet Inonu, tw ne'W parties, the 

.;rustice Party (JP) and the NeYJ Turkey Party (NTP ), both of 

Vlhich, particularly the JP drew their support from the members 

and folloV~ers of the old Democrat Party; and the Republican 

Peasants Party (RPNP) a reactionary organization led by ultra

nationalist elements. 

---·------·-----------
3. Girit Ismet, "Some Aspects of the New Turkish Constitution", 

Middle East_lournal (Washington·, "0 .c.), vol.16, no .1, 1962 
pp.1-17. 
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The results of the election were inconclusive: the BPP 

received 36.7 per cent of the votes and 173 seats; the JP and 

the NrP received 34.8 per cent and 13.7 per cent of .. the votes 

and 158 and 65 seats respectively; and the RPNP got 14 per cent 

of the votes and won 54 seats. 4 

The inconclusive results of the election led the forma

tion of three successive coalition governments in 1961-64, all 

under the premiership of Ismet Inonu. The military, after an 

initial attempt to nullify the election agreed to a civilian 

gov ernnent und ~r Ismet Imnu, provided that tbe laws passed 

by the revolutionary officers would not be annulled and that no 

vindictive action would be undertaken against th~. General 

Gursel was elected President, while Ali F .Basgil, the candidate 

favoured by the Justice Party withdrew under pressure.5 

The first coalition formed in collaboration with the 

~ustice Party, despite great differences of opinion and 

personalities, represented a political compromise overshadowed 

by mutual fear. Ho~ever, the economic liberalism and the 

proposal to liberate the jailed Democrats as put forth by the 

Justice Party conflicted with tbe Republicans statist views and 

irritated the military wbo were too sensitive to any action 

likely to impair the legitima~y of the revolution. The government 

----------------------------
4. F • Ahmad , n. 2, p • 172. 

5. K.H.Karpat, ''Political DevelopmEtltS in Turkey (1950-70)", 
tli.Q.dle Ea~~m_§t.IJ.S!W, (London), vol.B, no.3, 1972. 
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and the Parliament became impotently deadlocked over the . 

implementation of the reforms promised by the ne« constitution. 

In the urban industrial areas workers began to agitate for 

implementation of the rjgbt of collective b~gaining and the 

right to strike permitted under the new constitution. Workers~ 

protests continued and reached a high point only a month after 

the new civilian government had been fonned. Dissatisfaction 

with the regime grew among the wide sections of the population. 

The government's ability to deal wi tb tm nat ion • s pressing 

social and economic problems was called into question. The 

general economic and socio-political situation reached crisis 

proportions by early 1962 and this led to the abortive coup of 

:February 22 by Colonel Talat Aydemir, Commandant of the war 

college, who wanted radical change by capturing power. 6 

The deterioration of the general economic condition and 

the faUure to obtain concession from the Justice Party on the 

main issue confronting the government lei to Ismet Inonu • s 

resignation in order to em the impasse and so the dissolution 

of the first coalition in May 1962. 

In June, President Gursel asked Ismet Inonu to form a 

new coalition. After oonsid erable difficulty the second 

coalition was formed on 25 June 1962. It consisted of the RPP, 

the RPNP, the NTP and :independents. The protocol they signed 

-------- --------
6. Berch Betbergglu, Turkey in Cry~ (london, 1982),p.90. 
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made it manifestly clear that Ismet Inonu bad agreed to 

compromise on their social and economic programme a.nd to 

accept private enterprise as an equal partner. The Chairman 

of tbe New Turkey Party Ekram Alican, an ardent defEnder of 

private enterprise was made Deputy Premier in charge of 

economic ap-airs, including the state planning organization. 7 

These moves undermined the chance of a successful implementa

tion ~f the reforms called for in the 1961 constitution (e.g. 

state planning, ta:x reform a.nd land distribution), this caused 

dissension \olithin the RPP, leading to t.l:Je call for Inonu's 

resignation. Nevertheless Inonu stayed on despite his 

criticism. Shortly after YJards, the principle technical 

advisers at the state planning· organization (SPO) resigned. 

collectively because the government had diluted the plan, so 

as to make it ineffective.8 

Tbr<.;ugbout this period the intellectuals and others 

~itb the Yon group, 9 viewed themselves as the true representa

tives of the Kemalist cause - anti-imperialism, nationalism 

and state directed social and economic developments. On the 

labour front, the new coostitution had permitted the formation 

7. Kemal Karpat, "I'he Turkish .Left'', Jourou of Contemporar~ 
History, vo1.1, no.2, 1966, p.18.j. 

8. F.Abmad, n.2, p.217. 

9. The weekly (Yon, "Direction") appeared in .Ankara, comprised 
2lt pages and la~er 16, in a large format. Its first issue 
appeared on 20 December 1961 and Yon continued to be 
published up to 30 June 1967. The editor of this popular 
weekly was Dogan Aveioglu. 
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of a legally constituted Socialist party and in February 1961, 

·a number of trade unionists founded Workers Party of Turkey 

(WPT). Within a year under the leadership of Mebmet A.l1 

Hyber, the party began to attract numerous intellectuals and 

students. The Workers Party of Turkey was instrumental in 

advancing the interests of the working class and promoting 

democratic rights and freedom. As the strength of the party 

grew, so did official repression against it. Nevertheless 

with the groYiing struggles of workers in the factories, mines 

and industry in general on the one hand, organization and 

agitation on the other, coupled with disillusion among the 

intelligentsia. Turkey entered a period of wider political 

crisis. Although the labour movement am the forces on the 

left in general were not strong enough to pose any immediat eiJ 

threat to the government, they were nonetheless, steadily 
10 gaining momentum. In this atmosphere the assembly set up an 

all party commission to oombat Communism on 11 January 1963. 

It -was in this situation tbat on 20 May 1963, the govern

ment defeated a second attempt by Colonel Aydemir to overthrow 

the government. Tbis time government took a bold measure, 

Colonel Aydemir and his chief lieutanent Gurcen -were tried and 
11 e:xecuted. The events of May 1963 ar.rl the general unrest 

----------------------------
10. Berch Berbergglu, n.6, p.91. 

11. F.Ahmad, n.2, pp.219-20. 
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among the wide section of tbe population led to tbe imposition 

of martial law in Ankara, Istanbul and I~ir. It remained in 

effect untU the middle of the following year. 

The results of the local and municipal elections of 1? 

November 1'9(>31vere disappointing to the BPP• s coalition 

partners,. the NTP and the RPNP, while the JP did better than 

expected. Following their elec'blrlal set back, the two minor 

parties decided to withdraw from the coalition. This led to 

the resignation of Inonu as Prime Minister in early Dece:nber 

and the second coalition came to an abrupt end. In view of the 

realistic approach the RPP thought better the party stay out of 

any future coalition and leave the task Of government to the JP. 

President Gursel this time asked Ragip Gumuspaia, ChairmaLl 

of the Justice Party to form a government. Interestingly enough 

the min~r parties were: un¥Iilling to go into a coalition with the 

JP, precisely because they 'flere afraid of being swallo'fled up and 

losing their identity and independence. Consequently, Gu!lll spala 

failed to form a coalition for 'flhicb be was given an opportunity. 

The task as usual ¥Ias given to Ismet Inonu and be une:xpectedly 

formed a cabinet with the support of Independents. 12 

It was a tough time for the government. S.he was 

occupied 'flith Cyprus problems throughout 1964, 'flhich distracted 

it from such vital tasks as refor.ning the economy. The JP 1 s 

12. Berch Berbergglu, n.6, p.92. 
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bostUe attitude always stood as an impediment in the reforma

tion. Not only this, on 9 February the JP declared that it 

regarded land reform as a violation of the property rights 

guaranteoo by the constitution. 13 

By May 1964, a new factor :bad Emerged, which embittered 

the already tense relations between the government and opposi-. 

tion, especially the JP. The Justd.ce Party blamed Inonu for 

his feeble foreign policy and for America's unfortunate stand 

towards Turkey in the Cyprus ... c ri sis. By tbi s time JP became 

more aggressive in its call for an early election when the 

budget was defeated. Ioonu resigned as Prime lvlinister for the 

last time. 14 Tbe ne~ coalition 'Mas formed under the preniership 

Suat Ha~ri U rguplu, elected as an independent. The new coali

tion was based on the JP and the NeVI Turkey Party and two other 
1"" minor parties. J The main purpose of this coalition was not to 

carry out reform but to act as night watchman and lead the 

country into a general election, 'Mhich was going to be held in 

October 1965. 

The appeal of Justice Party is not ideological but is 

rooted in the social structure of Turkey. The party's greatest 

13. G • .Le"Wis, !1g,a~n T1.1r.w (O:xford, 1974), p.171. 

14. Karpat, K.H., ''Political Development in Turkey", Middu 
Eastern Studies, vol.8,no .3, 1972, p.364. 

15. Ibid. 
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support comes from the small bolder peasants, who were emerging 

from poverty and subsistence way of l.ife. They are al.lied with 

e:xpaaiing, but stil.l small, commercial, industrial, urban 

l.abour groups and ne\rll.y 'lfealtby farmers. These groups represent 

the familiar sociological phenomenon of rising social groups in 
. 16 

co~petition with an older elite. 

Tbe RPP is the party of the ol.der elite, representing 

those classes that came to dominate the later days of the Ottoman 

Empire as well as the first twenty five years of the republic 

i.e., bureaucrats, city intellectuals, military officers and the 

traditional class of ttnobles" in the countryside including many 

large landowners. 17 

Demirel' s party refused to commit itself ideologically. 

YJe are against all "ism" including liberalism and capitalism, 

announced Demirel to the press. ~e are not for any di~ard 

ideology or system. We establish our economic view in accord

ance with the condition of the day. He further clarified that 

we are not a party dependent on any class. We are nation with 

its peasants, farmers, workers, artisans and merchants. As the 

Justice Party we shall defend the rights Of all these classes. 

The principle appeal "Was the countryside where 75 per cent of 

population l.ived. In fact, the promise of everything to every

body was the JP 's golden prescription for electoral success. 18 

---------------------
16. ·rsmet' Giritli, !Tu.'rkey Since the 1965 Elections", t!U!w 

East Journ~l., vol.23, 1969, p .353. . ~ - . 
17. Karpat, n.14, p.364. 

18. F.Ahmad, n.2, p.236. 
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la!t.i&e Party 1n Power 

Tbe 1965 parliamentary. election was a triumph for tbe 

JP. It polled 52.9 per cent of the vote and won 240 seats; 

whereas tbe BPP polled only 28.7 per cent of tbe vote aild 

secured 134 seats and the smaller rightist party (the RP~, tbe 

NP and the NrP) together received 12.2 per cent of the vote and 

61 seats. 19 

With an overall majority the Demi.ret government was able 

to push ahead to fulfil its programmes in a way that Inonu, now 

in opposition, never had been able to do with coalition regimes. 

Its policy was determined by its desire to promote economic 

d ~velopment and achieve social justice, not only in reaction to 

the constitution and the insistence of the army but also to the 

increasingly strident demands of the more radical left wing 
20 groups. 

The economic policy followed generally the constitutional 

principle of a mixed economy, that is the joint use of the 

economic means in the hands of the government and individuals 

to promote general welfare and social justice through plans 

provided by the state planning organization. The leftist 

organizations which now came to include most uni varsity teachers, 

students and many professionals, became more and more adamiflt in 

criticising the government for not going much faster.21 

19. Edwin J .Cohn, T J(kisb £conQ.!P1~. Social aod PQlitical Chanu. 
(New York, 1970 , p.36. 

20. 5>ha\ol, atanford and E.K.Sha'lll, Bistor~ QL.OttQ~~W-W.d. 
ModenL'tl!ru:L, vol.II, (Cambridge 19 7), p.l+26. 

21. Karpat, n.14, p.365. 
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From early 1968 onwards Demirel' s government was facing 

innumerable problems. Disorders in the Universities and clashes 

between poll tical extremists of the right and tbe.:: left took 

increasingly violent form. Students staged anti-American riots 

and in June 1968 troops bad to be callgi info prevent extremist.s. 

disrupting examinations. Parliamentary politics also ~came 
. -

confused. There was a split in justice party and the dissidents 

soon fonned the Democratic Party. A ne\l party with theocratic 

flavour was founded in 1970 by Professor Necmettin Erbekan. 22 

Throughout 1970 and the early 1971, political and social 

unrest continued with outbreaks of violence among students, in 

the trade unions and by Kurdish separatist groups. Factional 
()_ 

bickering and mutual je~ousies prevented the governmE1lt from 

taking effective actions and the army intervention became 

inevitable. 23 

~ors_Besponsible for 1971 Co~ 

illkish Youth and Radical Acti.Y..J.li.eli 

During the Ataturk period, and until the end of the 

single party era in Republican Turkey, students were relatively 

little involved in direct political activity. 2lt The increase 

22. G.Le\lis, n.13, p.181. 

23. 'th.e Middl~:§ast and North A!rica 

24. J .S .Szylio1tliez, "Students and Politics in Turkey", Middle 
Eastern Studies, vo1.2, no. , May 1970, p.152. 
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in the political involvement of the Turkish youth and more 

particularly students wa&ythe slowly but steadily growing 
. 25 

number of those registered in the universities. . 

Increas ibg numbers c<tzne from out of town and fe4ak 

alienated in their new environment. It should be noted that 

the relatively limited opportunities of accepting students in 

tbe sciences induced many to study in fields promoting a 

comparatively great interest in politics, such as political 

science, sociology, economics and public administration.26 

Another result of tbe increase in the number of Lycee 

graduates desirous of enrolling in universities was a two-"Way 

disappointment. First, the majority of applicantst.Jare not 

admitted, owing to less number of universities. In 1969, 

64,183 Lycee graduates applied for admission to Turkey's seven 

universities and sat for objective entrance tests, but only 

about 13,000 or a fifth were admitted. 27 The frustration of 

------
25. Number of University Students from 1960-61 

1960-61 44,461 1964-65 52,768 
1961-62 45,002 1965-66 55,583 
1962-63 46, 561 1966 ... 67 60,023 
1963-61-: 48,654 1967-68 63,235 

to 1970-71: 
1968-69 67' 7 69 
1969-70 75, 522 
1970-71 73,228 

Sourm:Statistical Yearbook of Turkey, 1968, p.117. 

26. Nermin Abadan, "Values and Political Behaviour of Turkish 
Youth," ~ Turkish Year of In:t.e.rnat1onal.Jlelations (Ankara, 
1963 ) ' p • 1 02. . 

27. J.M. Landau, n.1, p.32. 
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those rejected is natural. S.econdly, even those admitted, 

they haJe- to attend long classes, lack of tutorials, :inadequate 

library facilities and crowded dormitories as well as lack of 

financial assistance from the government further disgusted them. 

With the very real grievances..,-~ucational and financial~ 

university students ha~ naturally taken to protest. The 

students did not simply emphasize their personal grievances but 

also demaroed sweeping university refonn. At the same time they 

expressed their great concern over international issues like 

anti-imperialism, anti-Americanism, foreign capital and the 

Vietnam Vlar. 28 

For centuries, Islam bas been a powerful force in Turkey. 

~hen Kemal came into power he made his tireless effort for 

secularization, but his venture bore less success - particularly 

in Turkey's rural areas - than was generally assumed at the 

time. 29 The abolition of the ~ultanate, the Caliphate, the 

office of Religious Affairs and Pious Foundations, the closing 

do-wn of the Islamic la-w court and religious colleges, the 

introduction of secular, instead of religious and the definition 

of the Turkish Republic in an amendment to the constitution as 

"secular" -were indeed national measures, 30 but it influenced the 

--------·---------------------
2 8 • Ibid • , p • 33 • 

29. Bernnard Le-wis, Ula Emer~en.ce of Modern_'!:!!~~ (london, 1961), 
p .41 o. 

30. Uriel Heyd, ~vival of Isla.m in Modem Tt,u:k.a:! (Jerusalem, 
1 968 ) ' p • 11 • 
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t:ountryside only to a limited degree. The more remote a 

village t:ran the capital were hardly aware of the seculariza

tion laws and the more liable to ignore them rather than 

resist them.31 Indeed, the government in Ataturk• s time and 

subsequent years left religious practice to the conscience of 

the individual consequently, it brought secularization, more 

to the towns and cities than to the countryside. 

During Democrat regime religious people got considerable 

concessions but they were not directly involved in politics. 

But in the late 1960s, the involvement of Islamic circles in 

politics became increasingly evident. The right -wing youth 

organized themselves, typically called "commandos "• They 

began to make their presence felt in public life only in 1969, 

although they probably started training in the summer of 1968.33 

The three main training camps were organized in Istanbul, 
""~"~ Izmir and Ankara. Newspaper accounts clairnSZti.that tbey
11
planning 

to establish a total of thirty four camps to train 1 oo, 000 

people.34 Ho-wever, estimates of the actual number of the 

commandos in 1969 and 1970 varied from a fe'W hundreds to five 

thousand. 35 They demonstrated in the streets, their first 

------------------------~· 

31. J.M. Landau, n.1, p.171. 

32. D.A. Rustow, ''Politics and Islam in Turkey (1920-1955), •• 
in R.N.Frye (ed.), Islam and th~~ (Hague, 1957),pp.82-86. 

33. Sam Cohn, "Right Wing Turks Go Militant", T.he Gu..ru:J..J.M, 
3 February 1969. 

34. Peter .F'linn..t. 'Turning Point for Turkey" (35 Camps), ~ 
New Midd~~-~~' 1969, p.22~. 

35. Sam Cohn, "Turkish QJnmandos -with Nazi Ideas", ~-ilill!rti.wl, 
19 August 1969, estimated at 4, 000-5, 000. 
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violent action occurred on 31 December 1968, when they broke 

into the quarters of leftist students at .Ankara university 

faculty of political science. Since then, they broke up 

leftist meetings, smashed win~ows Of book~bop s selling leftist 

literature. They were even reported to have disrupted a world 

Health Organization sEI1linar on birth control.36 

The real· a~ of these youths were to revive and re

establish Turkish-islamic civilization and to assist the 

rightist party in defending Turkey from comrnunisrn.37 D~onstra
tion of these commandos continued, even after the 12 March 1971 

military intervention. 

In the 1960s, \&lith the newly guaranteed freedom of the 

press, 38 leftist magazines began to appear. Many writers 

translated Marxist literature in Turkish language.39 Aunng 

them most prolific and influential socialist writers were 

Hilmi uzgen, Cetin Ozek,Cemil Sai t and .Fetbi Naci. Although 

varying in their interpretation of Har:xisrn and its applicability, 

they openly called for resistence to the government arrl for 

revolution. 

36. The TimM (London) and 111.e~il.y Tele~ra~, both of 
8 April 1969. 

37. Tne GuardiWJ. .. 3 February 1969. 

38. Girit Ismet, n.3, pp.1-17. 

39. Karpat, K.H.. "Socialism and Labour Party Of Turkey", 
MidtUe East Jo.'6mU, .vo1.21, no.2, 1967, pp.157-60. 
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Impressed with Marxist idea several students decided to 

associate in a political youth organization and fowtded "the 

Federation of the Revolutionary Youth of Turkey" or briefly 

w-.Gens:• It mainly comprised university students, it also 

sought connections ~ith working and peasant youth.· In addition, 

to the goal of introd.ucing a socialist coosciousness, in place 

of bourgeoisie, it also aimed at revolutionary struggle against 

imperialism. ]2ey-Gene, in Ankara frequently called on all 

Turkish -workers, intellectuals, patriotic soldiers, officers, 

all progressive and all patriots to rise and join the struggle 
1;.0 

against the regime. 

One of the most note'Wortby radical groups was the 

S.osyal1sLAyd:i:!ll1~ ("3ociaJi4:Enlightenment") circle, so called 

after its monthly, -which 'WaS published in .Ankara from 1968. 

Regular contributors have included well-kno-wn leftist thinkers 

like Mihri Belli and Muzaffar Erdost. It aimed at achieving 

Marxism, Leninism in collaboration with other forces, preferably 

the, radical military rather than the proletariat •41 

T'Wo other extranist groups also deserve mention, one 

'Was the Turk ~U Kux:tulus 0rd.t6.§.!:! (The Turkish People's 

Liberation Army) sometimes called "guerrilla". This organiza

tion had initially been founded by leftist students at the 

40. J .l-1.La.ndau, n .1, p .39. 

41. Ibid., p.41. 
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Middle East Technical Uni•/e-rsity in Ankara, 'With the aim of 

cleansing it, from .American influence. Their naxt goal 'Was to 

struggle for T urkey• s complete independence from American 

imperialism. To achieve this goal they even justified armed 

robbery am violence. Some of their members 'Were trained in 

the camps of "the Palestine Arab Guerrilla Movement", popularly 

. kno"Wn as Al-Fat ah. 42 

The other group was "the Turkish Peoples Liberation 

Front", connected \~lith Turkish People's Liberation Party. Its 

members were reportedly trained in Syria then smuggled into 

Turkey. They called for mutual support between \llOrkers and 

peasants and appealed to revolutionaries to assist then against 

the lando\llners, attack imperialism and the United States. Very 

little \~las kno\ln about these groups until they started terrorist 

activities. 43 This was the situation prior to the 1969 general 

election. 

All general elections in Turkey s ln.ce 195 0 have been 

important but 12 October 1969 elections \/ere particularly 

crucial.44 The sma1t parties put even greater efforts into the 

------------------------
42. Robert W.Olson

7 
"Al-.r'atah in Turkey: Its Influence on the 

March 12 Coup, ' Middle Ea§.t_~.Jtucl;!.e§., vo 1. 9, no. 2, May 
1973, pp.198-200. 

43. J.¥. Landau, n.1, p.42. 

44. Michael P .Hyland , "Crisis at t be Polls: Turkey' s 1969 
Elections", Middl&.._East_.l.Q.!,U:n~l, 1970, vol.42, p.1. 
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battle because of the severe handicap created by the 1968 

·amendment to the electoral law. 45 The t-wo larger parties, 

however, felt that for them the forthcoming election is 

equally· crucial. The Justice Party beaded by Suleman Demirel 

felt that it bad to increase party representation in the 

National Assembly above the bare majority and strive for a t-wo

thirds majority. 46 

Bulent Ecevit, also felt that the party had to increase 

its contingent in the National Assembly, to compensate for 

recent desertions by a number of members and to prevent a more 

extremist group from asserting itself. Therefore, Bulent 

Ecevit initiated a mild and sometimes confusing rnix of populism 

and socialism, including a three fold scheme of land reform •. 

While this ne¥1 reformist ideology conflicted ¥lith vested social 

and economic interests of many local notables, .i.cevit hoped it 

\olould bring more farmers and labourers into the RPP camp by 

election time. Thus doctrinally, the RPP .was trapped on both 

sides: on the far left by the Marxist-oriented ~orkers Party 

(TIP) and on the moderate right by the R?P splinter group vJbich 

formed the Reliance Party in 1967. 47 

-------------------------
45. W •. F.Weilker,_ "Turkey's ~lection .1.•iay .Bade Ill", Mid East_ 

(Washington;, vol.9, no .6, 1969, pp.1 0-13. 

46. W.M. Halet "Aspects of the Turkish General Election of 
1969'', ~le. Eastern Studi~.§., vol.8, no.3, October 1972, 
pp -39.5-404. 

47. Michael P.Hyland, n.44, p.2. 
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The results of the, 1969 election of the National Assembly 

'flere not unexpected: although votes for the t~o larger parties 

declined, yet they gained deputies at the expense of the smaller 

parties. The RPP 's support in the country remained virtually 

static, dropping from 2,8.? per cent of the votes in 196? to 

27 ~- per cent, ~bile the Justice Party vote dropped from 52.9 

to 46.2 per cent.48 

The poor performance of the Republicans and of the 

Workers Party alienated a large section of the intelligentsia -

especially the radicals and the left - fron the system. They 

bad hoped that a change of government might lead to implementa

tion of reforms promised in the constitution. DemiYel, no~ 

\oleaker than ever in the party and faced "With a split, was 

unlikely to take any risks "With an unpopular policy. As the 

social, econo3lic and political situation continued to deteriorate 

the army intervention became not unthinkable. 4 9 

Workers Strug~l~ 

Workers struggle gre"W and intensified in the latter half 

of the 1960s as the level of organization and consciousness of 

the 'Norking class reached ne-w heights. It "Was, ho'Never, the 

ne-w labour la-w of 1963 'Nhich gave the trade unions a considerably 

48. Kemal H.Karpat, n.14, p.373. 

49 • .fi'iroz Ahmad, n.2, p.201. 
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increased scope of action. Social benefits were guaranteed, 

the rights of collective bargaining and of striking were also 

given. At the same time, employers were allowed to lockout 

their workers.5° 

Before the foundation of the Disk (''rhe Turkish 

~"'ederation·of Revolutionary Trade Unions") in 1967, the 

Turkish workers were led by Turk is (another federation of 

Turkish labour). Turk ls's moderate in its demands was not 

liked by its own oore impatient members. .And after the 

foundation of Disk in 1967 and its radical demands attracted 

much more members to join it. Thus it became the sole spokes

man of workers cause. Its demands included the nationalization 

of all foreign trade, private banking and the insuranc~ ... 

business; a complete redistribution of land, and tbe planning 

of the economy, with the aim of improving the workers lot.51 

F'olloY~ing the founding of Disk, "Workers militance 

increased to a point where massive strike, demonstrations and 

factory occupations became common. uccurance by the end of 

the decade. In 1968, 1800 workers at the rubber factozy · 

carried out the first factory occupation in Turkey. Strike 

activity intensified bet\~een 1968 and 1970 and the nu~ber of 

industrial strikes increased from 54 in 1968 to 81 in 1969 

50. K.H.Karpat, n.39, p.158. 

51. J.M. Landau, n.39, p.93. 
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and to 112 in 1970.52 In.1969 and 1970 such strikes became ... 

increasingly common, with alarming. effect on production as well 

as created great law and order problem. 

lmmediate C8,use.§.-2!...1£he Coup 

Aiter the 1969 election Turkey was led by a .weak govern

ment under siege from every side. The majority party was 

divided by internal factionalism and its leader dis credited. 

The opposition parties, disillusioned with the system in which 

they performed so badly, Vlere in no mood to compromise VJith the 

government - an attitude that aggravated the instability. The 

general economic situation continued to decline rapidly. The 

universities were paralysed by student agitation and violence 

and the factories by 'WOrker milita~ and strikes. Even the 

traditionally apathetic peasant stirred himself and occupied 

land legally not his O\oln. The media, especially the influential 

Turkish Radio and Television, constantly highlighted the short

comings of the government and the rul:ing party. On 11 February 

197.0, VJitbin months of his electoral triumph, Demirel YlaS forced 

to resign when JP dissidents voted against the budget and in 

so doing brought tbe government do'Wn. However, Sunay reappointed 

him Prime Ninister but he 'Was never able to recover from this 

set-back. 53 

------
52. International .Labour urgani zat ion, ~L..Q.!_LabQur Still21~~ 

1971 (Geneva, 1977), p.850. 

53. A. good account of the internal dissension in the JP in 1970 
is given in !i!J..liyet (Ankara), 1970, pp.30-48. 



In the beginning of 19'1.1 law· and order decUned dramatic

ally, almost inviting military counter-measures. Urban guerrilla 

activity in the form of bank robberies and kidnappings, followed 

by the government's measures against the universities where the 

guerrilla were reported to be operating, increased the .tension. 

Kidnapping of four US airmen by the Turkish People liberation 

Army (TPIA), the abductor demanded a ransom of 400, 000 thousands 

dollars for the release of the airmen. Apart from this one of 

t be chief reasons of the coup "Was the discovery by high ranking 

officers that a group of loVJ ranking officers bad planned a 

direct military seizure of po"Wer. In or<ier to prevent the low 

ranking officeYs from staging a direct ar.ny take over, the 

commanders of tbe armed forces declared a cOLtp of their own, 

but state1 that they wante1 to keep a civilian governrnent. 

In a statement on 30 .April 1971 Ismet Aren, the neYJ 

minister of Interior declared that there were four dangers to 

the Republic of Turkey which had made the 12 March coup necessary. 

These "Were the extreme leftists and urban guerrilla, the extre:ne 

rightists and those VJbo wanted a dictatorship. The fourth 

danger "Was the activities of pro-Kurdisb organizations trying 

to divide a national territory. 54 The extreme rightists) and 

leftists• activities, violence, and clasbe s bact. brought the 

nationar on tbe brink of civil war.55 

---------------------------------
54. rtobert ~.ulson, n.42, pp.198-99· 

55. Nihat Er im, 'The Turkish ~:xper ience in the Light of Recent 
Development", M_j,ddJ,.~ .lta_st_.LQ.Ym~l, vol.25, Summer 1973, 
p.248. 
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The memorandum presented by four generals, Faru.k Gurler, 

Memdub Tagmac,C-elai Eyiecoglu and Muhsin Batur on March 12, to 

the president of the Republic, to the parliament and the govern

ment, drew attention to the dangerous situation. 56 The 

memorandum called for an end to ·anarchy and strife and ~he 

implementation of reforms. It read as folloows: 

(1) 'The Parliament and the government, through their 

sustained policies, vie-ws and actions, have driven our country 

into anarchy, fratricidal strife and social and economic unrest. 

They have caused the publ~c to lose all hope of rising to the 

level of oonternporary civilization -which -was set for us by 

Ataturk as a goal and have failed to realize the reforms 

stipulated by the constitution. The future of the Turkish 

Republic is therefore seriously threatened. 

(2) The assessment by the parliament, in a spirit above 

partisan considerations, of the solutions needed to eliminate 

the concern and disillusionment of the Turkish -Armed Forces, 

YJhich have sprv.ng from tbe bosom of the TurkiSh nation., over 

this grave situation, and the formation, \IIi thin the context of 

democratic principles, of a strong and credible government, 

owhich -will neutralise the current aparchical situation and 

-which inspired by Ataturk' s vie-ws, 'Will implement the refor-

mist la-ws envisaged by the constitution, are considered essential. 

--------·~---

56. Nihat Brim, ''The Rol.e of the Ar.ny", M.i:idle ~a§.l Journal, 
1972, vol.26, p.249. 
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(3) Unless this is don~ quickly, the TurkiSh armei force·s 

are determined to take over the administration or the state 

in accordance ~ith the powers vested in them by the laws to 

protect and preserve the Turkish Republ1c."57 

Responsibility for the prevalent situation had been 

placed squarely on the shoulders of Parliament and the govern

ment. The commandem.dananded that if reforms were not carried 

out quickly, they ~ould takeover. 58 

Suleyman Demirel resigned -with mild protest. On 19 1'1arch 

1971 Nihat Erim -was called by the president of the Republic to 

form the ne-w government. The members of the cabinet were dra-wn 

from the three leading parties and also included technocrats 

from outside the parliament. although t?ese governmE!lts cannot 

be tenned coalition governments in the nor~a1 sense of the term, 

nev ertbeless, N ihat Erim depended on the support and con sen sus 

of the major political parties. 59 

No"W the question arises ho"W far the army intervention is 

justified? To justify intervention the army quoted the Konya 

speech delivered by Mustafa Kemal in 1931.60 However, it appears 

that when Nustafa Kemal delivered his speech at Konya, the 

situation was quite different. Then the Turkish Republic was in 

------
57· ~.Ahmad, n.2, p.289. 

58. G.Lewis, n.13, p.186. 

59. N ihal E rim, n. 55, p • 249. 

60. G.S.Harris, 'The Role of Mili~ar?' in Turkish _Politics," 
Middle East ~_y.rnal, vol.19, ~pr~ng 1965, p.j6. 
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its infancy and was not fully ·secure from internal disturbances 

and external danger. However in 19.71, Turkish Republic acquired 

maturity ani healthy parliamentary form of government. In thiS 

regard Ismet Inomls vie-ws are worth noting. He remarked tbat"if . 
high ranking military ;commanders are to decide -when a government 

is to be changed and what the short- and long term tasks of newly 

formed governments are and particularly if theyput forward 

suggestions and insist on their implementation as unavoidable 

measures, then we cannot imagine that parliamentary life can be 

feasible. Parliament represents constitutional order. It is 

the place where the procedures for censuring, overthro~ing or 

forming governments are decided •••• ~e believe in a danocratic 

regime. ~e came to parliament -with the intention of implement

ing refor.ns, but there are others who came 'With other intentions. 

If ~e have faith in democracy -we must accept that a denocrat ically 

formed government -will carry out these reforms in proportion to 
61 its powers. 

There are reports that one of the chief reasons for the 

coup -was the discovery by high ranking officers of a group of 

low ranking officers ~hich planned a direct military seizure of 

po~er. In order to prevent the lo~-ranking officers from 

staging a direct army takeover, the commanders of the armed 

-------
61. Ankara Radio 15 March 1971, in ~ummary or World Broadcasts, 

rlritish Broadcasting Corporation, Reading (1950-71). 
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forces declared a coup of their ow but stated that they 
62 'Wanted to keep a civilian government. This gives the impres-

sion that apart from the unrest and upheaval, the army bad its 

own reasons to intervene. 

-----------------

62. cf. Robert \\'.Olson, n.42, p.198. 



CHAPTER - III 



EMERGENC& OF POL:ITICAL PART lES 

The post-1970 period in Turkey witnessed a major change 

in the old political parties and the anergence of new one~. 

Once again Turkey seemai destined to live through a period of 

unstable and precarious governments. 

The decade 1970-80 like the preceeding one ~ent through 

the experience of a series of coalition governments, ideological 

differences, gallopir-g inflation, rise in unemployment, fascist 

menace, Coumunist threat and Kurdish cessionist movanent which 

brought the nation to a pandemonium. Jmd finally the army, the 

umpire of the nation, after several VJarnings intervened for the 

third time on 12 September 1980 in order to save the nation from 

rupture and crumbling. 1 

Defeat of Ismet_lnoQ!!.. 

Initially, the response to the challenge from the left 

came from within the Republican People • s Party (RPP). In 196 5 

the party had ad opted the left of centre slogan and policy, but 
'll, 

these had proved insufficient to rejuv~~e and revive the old 

Republican People's Party. Under the normal circumstances it 

is doubtful whether the party. ¥Jith its entrenched leadership 

would have been willing for the transformation. However, the 

-------------------------------
1. Andrew lv'Jango,_ ''Turkey: Democracy under Hilitary Tutelage", 
~ World Toaal':, vol.39, Novenber 1983. 
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political crisis crea:tsi by. the memorandum of 12 March 1971, 

provided the foresighted Republicans \tlith the opportunity to 

change their leaders and give the party a new character and 

outlook. 

This golden opportunity was provided .by Isme.t'- Inonu, 

when he supported the Erim government which was instituted at 

t be instance of the anny. Bulent Ecevit YJbo had a d Uf erent 

opinion of the army intervention and bad his own political 

calculation resigned as ~ecretary General of the party. He 

thought that it undennined the democratic process and the 

voters' serious doubt about the RP.i 1 s genuine sincerity. He 

refused to view the military intervention as an act against 

the Demirel government, \tlhich had already been on the path of 

tottering. ile rather visualised it as a bl0-v1 against their 

0\oJn party 'Hhich was capable of coming to power if the healthy 

democratic process 'ltlas not undermined by the army. 

The most unprecroented development was the historic 

personality and the party chairman Hr.Ismet Inonu 1 s defeat, 

and on 14 1-lay 1972, the young and energetic Bulent Ecevt.t, 

who \tlas opposed to any cooperation \tlith army was elected the 

Chainnan. 2 

2. Inonu's support for !!:rim raised the spectre of collaboration 
betvieen the RPP and ar.ny as many cynics believed irl' the 
equation dPP + Army = Po-wer. On tbe contrary Eceyit 
categorically spelt out his ideas in his statement. I cannot 
agree to the RPP 1 s coming to po\tler or seeming to come to 
po\tler by means other than people 1 s will. 11 
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Under his dynamic leadership the historic party, the 

RPP, 'Which once enjoy~ undisputed popularity underwent a 

radical transformation in so far as its ideology 'Was concerned. 

· Ece'Wit no'W 'Wished to purge the party of its elitist image and 

to create a popular one. The lesson of the Democrat 8,m Justice 

Parties bad not been lost cin him. He recognised that the 

voters bad supported those parties because they brought benefits 

and not simply exploit the ignorance and emotions, as Republicans 

'Were fond of claiming. No"W it became a S-ocial-Democratic 

Populist Party 'With a new slogan "land for the tillers and 

'Water for the people". He also turned do'Wn the ultra-secular 

t rad it ion of the party by calling tbe earlier confrontation 

'With pious religious opinion a historic mistake. 3 It Y~as these 

changes brought by Ecevit that led the party to improve its 

electoral support in October 1973 general elections. 

Parties of the Rkht 

The memorandum of 12 March also brought about change in 

the rightist parties. Despite Demirel's humiliation on 12 

March, he Y~as capable to retain his grip over the party. His 

dissidents bad already repudiated tbe J? and for.11ed a party of 

their Ol.t.n, the Democratic Party. 

---------------------------
2. F.Abmad, WlU§.ll Exper.i,,menLitL~OOl.Q.c.~ (london, 1977),p.313. 

3. K.H. Karpet, L~~ml Hl...§.t.QI:~au.§.i~ (London, 1973 ), 
p.66. 
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The memorandum also sealed the fate of the National 

Order Party but had little effect on the future of other 

parties of the Right Turkey's National Action Party, never 

influential, was virtually in eclipse. Though Turban 

Feyziogl.u's National Reliance Party provided the Det~ce 

Minister for the two cabinets and the P.rime l-1ini ster for the 

third, nevertheless it could not supply an alternative to the 

JP • 

Necmettin Brbakan' s !~ational Order Party suffered the 

fate of the -workers party; it was dissolved on 20 Hay 1971 

after a life of fifteen months. The constitutional court had 

found the leaders guilty of violating the constitution, 

related to the secular character of the state.4 .Out luckily 

enough the leaders were not penalized. 

However shortly after in its place a ne-w party, the 

National Salvation Party was founded in late 1972 under the 

leadership of Earbakan. ~ithin a short period this party 

emerged as a prominent party and played an active role :in 

formation of the coalition government. 5 

Generally the Turkish intelligentsia viewed it as the 

party or obscurantists determined to take Turkey back :into its 

------
4. ~uriyat, 22 and 23 May 1971 quot e1 in F ero z Ahmad , n. 2, 

p.317. 

5. binnaz Topak,_ Is].§m and P.o.~~~Y.~!lletlt. in~ru:t 
(L.J.Brill,1~8TJ,p.99. 
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glorious Islamic past. Ho'.irever, only a few really realized 

that the programmes of NSP was more than that of merely to 

confine witbi.n the four walls of. religion. 

It would be imperative to delineate here the issues 

raised by the party leadership during the electton campaign. 

The major issue that the party leadership sought to politicize 

was the question of how and why, what was once a powerful 

empire no~ ranked among the less developed countries of the 

VllOrld. According to Erbakan and :a number of other leaders of 

the NSP, the ans-wer to that question lay in understanding the 

relationship betYileen Turkey and the west. The Turks had lost 

their po~er and influence for they had alienated thenselves 

from their ow cultural .. heritage, Yllhile at the same time they 

had failed to industrialize. They took from the west what they 

needed least, namely western culture, which is inferior to the 

Turkish. And they failed to bo rro\o1 what they needed most 

namely western technology. 

The NSP euphasized the rapid industrialization and 

related it to the party's general view of Turkish history: the 

Turkish nation has failed to industrialize and, therefore, has 

lost its place in history. Thus the NSP' s mot to ".A Grand 

Turkey Once Again", implies the regaining of grandeur through 

industrialization~ The NSP' s ·vision of a poV1erful Turkey 

si:nilarly incorporates its leadership's promise of a factory 

for each city. 

6. Ibid., p.102. 
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Apart from industrialization a major issue of concern 

for the NSP is so·cial justice. The party leaders have repeatedly 

criticized the JP government 1 s indifference to the plight of the 

poor and the under privileged. It has been quite vocal in its 

criticism of rising prices, unemployment rates, lack of adequate 

social security and medical insur~nce program:nes. In addition, 

the NSP has argued in favour of more balanced regional develop

ment programmes which would give priority to the least developed 

areas of the country. 

A final issue 'Which completes the -world vie-w of the party 

is the importance given to education. _ii,or the NSP, a major 

reason behind Turkey's underdevelopment is the inadequate educa

tion policy of the governments, which bas been geared to the 

imitation of both 'Western culture and technology. If Turkey is 

to modernize, Turkish g-Jvernments -will have to guarantee univer

sal higher education 'Which emphasizes national historical 

traditions, 'Which is creative rather imitative and which offers 

competence in technical fields. 

If ¥Ie carefully analyse the above su . .1mary of the NSP' s 

views, it becomes obvious that little attention ¥Ias given to 

explicit d.iscussion of secularism or of religion in the mani

festo. In general, the party confine~ to specific administ ra

ti ve problem and the type of education which they receive. 

-----
7. Ibid., p.103. 
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This clearly postulates that the NSP bases its appeal not on 

religion alone but on a well-defined political philosopby.8 

'tlle._1973 Pre:zig,eullil Elect;LQ,n 

The 1973 presidential election -was the most critical 

political event to occur in Turkey since the 1960 military coup. 

It was a test of the strength of Turkey's civilian institutions 

and constitutional procedures as well as a test of the military's 

patience with civilian politicians and canpromise politics. 

Constitutionally, the position of president in Turkey is 

more ceremonial than substantive. The president was meant to 

play the role of a non-political chief of state rather than of a 

chief e:xecutive. Yet, since the 1960 coup and the subsequent 

politicization of the armed forces, the president has come to 

play an important e:xtra-const itu tional role as mediator between 

the armed forces and the political partieS. .Four of Turkey's 

first five presidents bad been military officers. Since 

membership in t be Grand National Assembly is necessary for 

presidential eligibility. iiunay had resigned from the top 

military post and bad been appointed by the acting president 
----~----

8. See ~erif l'f.a.rd in, "Religion and the Turkish Social Transfor
mation", paper present~ a~ th~ Conference in the Republic 
of Turkey, 1923-1973: .:).tudl.es 1.n 20th Century nation Building 
held at the University of Chicago, ~ecember 1973. 
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to fill a vacancy in the Senate. Unexpectedly, this time the 

whole procedure -was questioned in the 1973 election.9 

The commanders attempted to have their candidate, 

General Gurler, elected president. He resigned b is post 

as Chief of the General Staff and was appointed Senator on 

the presidential quota, so that his candidature could be put 

forward. But in spite of all the pressures, the politicians 

though divided, stood firm and refused to elect Gurler. Demirel 

and Ecevit, though agreed on not electing a general for the 

third time, could not agree on a civilian candiate as an alter

native. Humiliated by the rejection or their candidate, the 

commanders proposed amending the constitution so as to extend 

Sunny's term. The Asr:embly rejected this proposal too. No111 

the generals "Were left \tJith no choice but to intervene or draw 

back. They reluctantly decided to draw back and asked the 

Assembly to choose its o-wn candidate, with the sole condition 

that he be acceptable to the armed forces. 1 0 

Thus the "War of ascendency and ego between the army and 

the civilians ended in victory for tbe civilians when the Grand 

National Assembly elected a ret ired admiral, Fahri Koruturk, 

--------------------------
9. Roger P .Nye, "Civil, Hilitary Confrontat-ion in Turkey: Tbe 

1973 Pr~side~tia~ Electio~, 11 lnt.~~~.d.Qurnal of 
Middle l'.ast~!J.d~~, vol.28, no.4, April 1977, p.211. 

10. F • .Ahmad, n.2, p.309. 
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as president of the Republic. Fabri was known as a Senator 

who respected the political system. The commanders acquiesced 

because he had been one of them and could be relieii upon to 

remain independent of the politicians. In this 'Way Turkey had 

democratically chosen her sixth president. 11 

~~Indecisive El~~tion of 19ZJ 

~'or the Justice Party the 1973 election proved to be a 

major set-back 'Whereas Ece:vit 1 s tireless effort borne fruit and 

his share of poll in creased fro:n 27 per cent in 1969 to 33 per 

cent in 1973. 12 Despite the considerable increase in the 

electoral support for tbe RP?, it 'Was never in a position to 

form the govezmment all a~ne. Aft.er a long consultation, 

Ecevit agreed to form coalition ¥:ith NSP and became the Prime 

Minister. The coalition governJlent \\las termed by the opposition 

leader De:nirel as the first Turkish leftist government. 13 

If the Republicans and the Salvationists bad something 

in common, their differences "Were equally great and perhaps 

fundamental. Thus the fate of tbe government ,.,as predictable. 

Ideologically the NSP was committed to restore the shattered 

image of Islam 14 and basically represented the lo'Wer middle 

----------
11. G.Lewis,~Qde~~~' (L@ndon, 1974), p.192. 

12. rtPP acquired 185 seats out of 450 seats in the National 
Assembly and NSP got 49 seats. 

13. NIDI Ycu:J:; Tim.A§, 14 June 1974, an article by David Tonge 
"Possibility to Tilt to Left in Turmey". 

14. Dogu Ergil "Electroal Issues: Turkey in Electoral Politics 
in Hidd le East," 1-l.Saco b and .Frank Tacr.d. ( ed s.), 
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class, whereas the Republicans prescription was an up-dated 

Kemalist nationalism in which social welfare became a power- -

ful ingredient. 

However, Ec e:vit • s po 11 tical acumen and his hand ling 

o~ Cyprus crisis in 1974 in proper direction gave him 
. 15 

tremendous prestige and unlimited popularity. The deputy 

Premier Ert>aken, real.izing that all the prestige and glory 

was going to Ecerit had begun to act independently of his 

partner.' While Ecevit 'Wanted to offer higher interest rates 

in order to encourage and increase bank deposits, Erbakan 

began speaking of establishing an interest free economic 

system, in keeping "With Islamic principles. .b..rbaken 1 s 

statements in Cyprus \olere more aggressive and expansionist 

proposing partition. \-Jhile Ecevit maintained that partition 

bad not been considered. with the coalition partners pulling 

in different direction, the partnership YJas not expected to 

last long • .And finally Erbakan left the coalition and joined 

the l''ront set up by the JP and the NAP of Turkes. 

with the defection of the i'JSP and formation of the 

National Front government there ended the 231 days of 

ministrial crisis, the longest in the Turkish political 

history. 16 The Front under .Uemiret' s leadership destroy@ltbe . . 
------

15. A western reporter from Ankara wrote, ''Ecerit has acquired 
like President Sadat of Egypt, charisma from military and 
political success 111bich 111ill see him through difficulties 
and snag descend on ~kara in the autumn. -.Anthony Had ermett, 
"Ecerit Gains Charisma", ~iU:!llan (london), 19 August 1974. 

16. The National Front was comprised of JP 1 RRP, NSP, NAP and 
splinter group of DP beaded by Demirel. 
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momentum that Ecevit' s charisma bad built up during the 

Cyprus crisis. And Demirel deliberately procrastinated the 

election ~bicb would have given him a popular mandate.' By 

and large be pursued the same policies adopted by Ece,n.t. 

Although Demirel was successful in outplaying Ece~it politic

ally, yet he failed to maintain the political balance and 

stability. 

Towards the end of 1974, already the die was cast. 

The clock and dagger intrigue in the Turkish politics "Was fast 

overtaken by a spate of sporadic violence unleashe:l by the 

political parties to settle political scores. The political 

issues were no longer decided within the four walls of the 

National Assembly. They 'Were rather brought to the streets 

~ith battons and bullets as the final arbitrators. 

An ugly incident took place in the National Assembly 

'When a lunatic made a futile attempt to assassinate the 

Prime Minister Demirel. Naturally, this sinister act provoked 

the JP' s supporters. There 'Was a strong feeling that Ecevit 

bad a hand in the attempt on the life of his opponent. However, 

the Nationalist } ront 's strategy of bullyi''lg the RP? and 

maligning Ecev-it proved less effective. The massive Istanbul 

rally signalled tbe popular support the R?P enjoyed. 17 

-----------
17. On 28 June 1975 a massive cro\o/d esti'Ilate:l around 200,000 

assembled in Taskin ~quare to hear him. ~nd~~ele~ta~h, 
30 June 1975 • 
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The peripheral political groups like National Action 

Party precipitated a vicious crusade against the Turkish left, 

the Dev-Geni Dev Al, Dev Yol (Revolutionary Road), the Disk 

(Confederation of Revolutionary 'Workers Unions) and the PKK 

(Kurdish Workers Party). By this time violence began to play 
. 18 

an active role in ·deciding political disputes. In the 

beginning it was NAP but from 1977 onwards a number of other 

right 'Wing organizations competed '-'lith each other. Deaths 

from political violence mounted; 35 deaths in 1975, 40 in 

1976, 200 in 1977 and finally 3500 in 1980, before military 

takeover. 19 

Amidst the political strife general election "Was held 

in June 1977. But the election outcome only served to make 

the matters "Worse. Although the RPP enhanced its electoral 

performance in securing 42 per cent of votes in 1977, it bad 

to bank on few defectors from J? to form the ministry in 

J'anuary 1978. As the violence continued unabatedly, Ecerit 

government's inefficiency to d eal.t; 'With it effectively, 

aggravate:i the already festered situation. In the Kurdish 

issue, a number of RF.c> Deputies resigned that brought dO'wn his 

majority. In the economic sphere his ill-prepared social 

------------
18. by all accounts the violence "Was organised against Ecerit 

by the parties of the Nationalist .Front by inciting the 
people against the "irreligious H.epublicans ". See, 
~· ero z Ahmad, n .2, p .352. 

19. Keissing 1 s Archives, 1981, p.3104. There "Were also attempts 
on Ecerit's life in Geride in the RP.f> political functions 
by the NAP and Jp supporters on 21 June 1975. 
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experiments and wrong inflationary policies drew Turkey to the 

verge of bankruptcy. Unable to tackle the situation Ecevit had 

no option bLt. to resign owbich he did unwillingly on 16 October 

in great disgust. Demirel availed this opportunity offered by 

Ecevit by forming a minority government, with the political 

backing of the NSP and N.AP. Demirel further added fuel to the 

fire by giving free band to his coalition partners to involve 

in political murders that soon dragged the country into a state 

of political seig e. 

Against this background of a confused political scene 

escalating violence of politic: l nature and a continuing 

economic crisis "the season for speculation an army interven

tion into government in Turkey has startei. ·u20 

Another political analyst speculated "Barring, therefore 

any dramatic upheaval as in Iran, the likelist prospect for 

Turkey is the continuation of one or another political pattern 

of its recent past. _ll'or instance, a military intervention of 

the 1960 or 1971 type though unlikely cannot be ruled out. 21 

If military coups were cyclical "commented the T irnes, just fe'W 

days before the General tookover" Turkey would be for one any 

time nOVJ. 

-----------------
2 0. 1vietin Hunir, 11 Army Intervention Threat Looms .Larger in 

Turkey", tiu..anc.iu-l.l.m§.s (London), 12 October 1979. 

21. ct.ustow, Turkey's Travails, p ·99· 
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S:ince the defective electoral system of proportional 

representation introduced by the second Republic never allo,.red 

the main parties to acquire comfortable majority, they bad to 

rely upon those small groups to for.n the ministry. Thus the 

main parties the RPP and JP caught up in this process which 

ltleakened their positions. 22 Besides the level of political 

differentiation VJas so much that there -was hardly any compromise 

reached, Vlhich "Was injurious to political health. For e::xa"!lple, 

both the parties squandered precious time in trading the 

Prime :l•linistership back and forth five times in six years. 

T O"Wards the close of the 1970s, the political factions 

raised their ugly head. The Rightists and the ultra-nationalists 

like national Action Party led by Alp:i'rslan T urkes and NSP of 

Erbakan demanded concessions to the religious groups in defiance 

of the basic philosophy of the constitution. Ear-oakan, the 

leader of the NSF carried out the movenent against the socialist 

and the communists, -which resulted in unprecedented bloodshed 

and the killing of innocent civilians. 

On the e:xtreme right the N.A.? leader Turkes forcefully 

advocated Pan-Turkism, political unifiOS.tion, of Turkey Vlith 

Turkie-speaking people in Iran and Soviet Union. 2 3 He also 

------------------------------
22. Kara Kartal Benar, 'Turkey: The Army as the Guardian of the 

Political Order"in Christopher and George P!:1ilin (!¥1:3. ), 
The Polilli~.1.J2.ilJmna of Milit&Y Rezim.e.§ (.London,1985), 
p.53. 

23. In the -words of Turkes, the ne-w age is the age of the 
nationalist action. .In this age, the principle •Everything 
for the Tu~k, .&ccording to the Turk, see, Ergil Dagu, 
Electoral Issue, Turkey, p.26. 
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urged uncompromising hostility to-wards ccmmunism. His appeal 

to nationalism gained him supporters all over the country and 

particularly in areas -where Turks lived -with other ethnic groups 

like the Kurds • 

.Amid this political chaos, constitutional deadlock, 

administrative paralysis, fasc 1st threat, economic bankruptcy 

and above all the supine attitude to tackle the situation, after 

several admonition, the Turkish Army finally made the public 

declaration that it had a duty to st ev in to stem the rot. For 

the third time since the inception of the Turkey Republic the 

army intervened on 12 September 1980. Thus the ·rurkish army as 

the last resort carried out its duty, entrusted to them by 
24 At at urk' s legacy. 

--------
24. Kemal AhmetJ.. "/1ilitary d.ule: The L<uture of Lemocra.cy in 

Turkey", MEti. .IF ~l?.Q.d, lvlarch -April 1984, p. 24. 
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CONCWSION 

Since the introduction o! a mlti-party system in 

Turkey in 1945, the Turkish army bas intervened thrice in 

politics and violated the principle or civ11ian supremacy. 

This bas led many political observers 8Dd analysts to 

believe that the Turkish army is an integral part or 
Turkish political system without which Turkish democracy 

would not survive. They ascribe the recurring phenomenon 

of military intervention in Turkey to the combination of a 

variety of structural,- historical and circumstantial variables. 

The Turkish armed forces are different in composition, 

spirit arxl orientation from the armed forces or other countries. 

The Turks first got prominence 1n Islam by virtue of their 

military prowess. They served as military retainers of 

reigning Muslim monarchs. The Ottoman Empire owed a good 

deal to the army for its survival for centuries. In particular 

the elite Janissary corps occupied an important political 

position in the imperial structure. Describing the bistorica~ 

role of the Turkish army historian Lybyer ~Tote, "the ottoman 

Government had been an army before it was anything else... in 

fact, Anny and Government were one. War was the eJCternal 

purpose, Government the inten:Ial purpose, of one institution, 

composed of one body of men." In the same :fashion an .American 

e:xpert on military politics while analysing the role of army 
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in republican turkey bas described the Turkish army as "the 
-

deuxex machine of Turkish politics and the veritable talisman 

against evll eye of political chaos." He further says that 
t 

"it could be a1111ays counted on to save Republic from internal 

disrupt 1o n". 

Traditionally tbe army officer~ have been leaders 1n 

the struggle for progress and democracy. Most of tbe ,oung 

Turks 111ere army officers and so were the founders o! the 
\ 

Turkish Republic. Who subsequently resigned from their 
I 

\ 

military posts and played leading roles\ in politics and civilian 

administration. The Turkish armed force~ take great pride 1n 

the historic role they played in saving their country from 

dismemberment and rupture as well as fran foreign domination. 
\ ' 

They also feel that they ha'fe a special responsibility for 

defending tbe secular state and preservmg, the Kemalist reforms. 

The justification for army intervention in Turkey is 

often sought in Ataturk' s legacy. It is said that inspit·e of 

the apparent separation of military fran civil authority Kemal 

was assured of military support for his far reaching reform 

programmes. By the same token, the military were assured of 

freedom from partisan political interference$ in their affairs 

as well as access to the highest authorities Of the state. 

There is also feeling among the political observers that the 
' 

army intervention in Turkey was not seen against resentment or 
I 

people. 
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However, one finds. enough historical evidences contrary 

to the above observation. Tbe characterization of the 

phenomenon of army intervention as historical or cUltural or 

Kemalist legacy may be misleading. There is no denying fact 
j 

that Mustafa Kemal was successful in def'eating the forces of 

occupation am dismantling the Ottoman Empire mainly because 

of his association with the armed forces. But this is a fact 

that as early as 1909 he bad stoutly opposed the young Turks 

practice of continuing the membership of the party to be 

combined \Jith the membership of the army. Kamal declared "As 

long as officers remain in the party, \Je Shall neither build a 

strong party nor a strong army". He later, on another occasion 

co:nmented publicly "ro be victorious in the internal affairs of 

a country is due less to an army than to the successfUl offices 

of a government". Kamal himself repudiated the union and 

progress and thus a political career. Moreover his own official 

portrait -was taken in white tie and tails, rather than military 

regalia. 

This clearly e~plains his faith that military and 

political function could not be combined legitimately in one 

person. Therefore he preferred to a purely political career 

and supremacy of the civil po)'ler. The abolition of the caliphate 

is an eloquent e-xample of his commitment to popular sovereignty 

and his vision of a new political order. 
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To swn 11p, the commitment to civil political su.permacy 

not to the military overlordship essentially constitutes the 

national clll.t11ra1 tradition of Turkey. Altbollgb historically 

the army had occupied an important position in the T11rkish 

political life, the remarkable transition from sold:ierlng to 

politics, by Mt.tstafa Kemal made a distinct break ~itb this 

tradition. 

Many scholars had the impression that the army interven

tion in Turkey enjoys popular support. However, their impres

sion does not conform to the facts. Of course in all three 

cases (1960, 1971 and 1980) the people initially lielcomed 

army's quick response am appreciated its operation. Nonethe

less on no occasion, there ~as any popular support to the army 

to perpetuate its rule for ever. This is very much evident from 

the results of the general elections held each time after the 

military withdrawal. 

In each time the supporters of the army suffered 

considerably. Ismet Inonu the leader of the Republican Peoples 

Party's support to the army in 1960 and 1971 cost him dearly. 

In the 1961 election despite the army's tacit support, he failed 

to secure majority votes and after 1971 bad to give up the 

lead ershi.p of the party too •. Whereas Bulent Ece,vit who was 

against the army intervention improved his position in the 

general elections as well as the image o£ his party before the 

masses. 
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In this connection, tbe example or tbe general elections 

o! 1983 would be interesting. Tbe Motherland Party of Mr.Turget 

Ozal wbicb was opposed by the army got sweeping victory. On the 

otber band Bulent Ulusu' s National Democratic Party (NDP) having 

considerable backing or the army was pushed to the third position 

with merely 21 seats. 

This is one of the .fundamental reasons that coup leaders 

have failed to institutionalize a military regime in Turkey. 

For the institutionalization it is indispensable that civilians 

must accept subordination to military leadership. It was not 

possible as a permanent feature, thOugh the civilians appreciated 

intervention for the time being. Moreover, even when Democrats 

were deprived of power, the army sought allles among the 

Republicans,- in order to secure legitimacy. Likewise in 1971, 

when the soldiers struck they cooperatai ~ith the liberal 

politicians. Yet both the times, the army backed political 

allies were rejected by the majority in the elections. 

The army intervention of 1960 was essentially a coup 

against a majority party which had entrenched itself in po'¥1er 

with rural support and in broad terms, was neglecting reforms 

and consequently modernization. \-4hen the Democrats came to 

po..,er, they pursued a pollcy '¥1hich appeared against the spirit 

of Ataturk. First, the Democrat Party limited the Republican 

Peoples Party• s earlier economic estatism (which bad imposed 

and maintained strict state monopolies in many fields) and 
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encourag~ private enterprise at its expense. Secondly, it 

took a less view of seculari sn, allowing, even encouraging 

an Islamic revival 1n Turkey, restoring the use or Arabic 

!or ·the call to prayer and publication of Arabic books. As 

a result, Islamic groups increased their political activity. 

Initially after attaining power, the Democrat Enjoyed 

great popularity in Turkey among the businessmen, who bene

fi ttei from the move away from est at ism; among religious 

Turks llho could again practice their faith in public; and 

above all among the peasants llho had good harvests in the 

early 1950s due to the govern:nent' s rural development plans. 

However, the economic boom was.deceptive and partly 

dependent on unusually good harvests. ~--rom the middle 1950s 

crops were less successful, imports greatly exceeded exports 

and inflationary trends were very much :in evidence. The cost 

of living rose by approximately 150 per cent between 1953 and 

1958. The galloping inflation affected every sect ions of 

people. At the same time, the Democrats further relaxed the 

restrictions on religious practices, causing an upsurge of 

superstition and even open attack on Ataturk by religious 

fanatics. In their quest for votes, the Democrat leaders 

offered special treatment to minority groups in ways that 

appeared to threaten national unity. 
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On the other band, tbe military bas been tbe most active 

modernizing force in Turkey. Moreover, during the 1950s, a 

new spirit was rapidly pervading the officer corps. Since 

1948 United States military aid both in mdem weapons and in 

training was dramatically changing the Turkish military estab

lishment. Thousands of young officers were sent abroad for 

training, not only to the United S.tates but to European 

countries as well. A Turkish regiment fought in Korea; Turkish 

officers \~ere assigned to NATO commands and engaged in lllllti

national military manouvres. 

This experience on the one hand reinfo reed their impres

sion that Turkey lagged behind in social and economic develop

ment, ani could catch up with the West only through radical 

social and economic reform. A.t the same time, it prompted 

some of the officers 1Rho had been exposed to the sophisticated 

techniques of war to have no respect for their more tradition

ally minded superiors. Thus the hopes of young officers were 

fast vanishing, when they found that the Democrats 1Rere not 

only neglecting modernization but also pursuing a policy which 

was against the spirit of Ataturk. Consequently they had no 

option but to intervene. 

However, the political. scenario after the May Z7, 1960 

coup changed rapidly from the earlier decade. The new consti

tution that ~as drafted after the coup made a great change in 
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the former constitution. Briefly constitution guaranteed the 

Turks individual liberties considered fundamental in West 

European democracies. The new constitution laid dolin that 

political parties 'Mere necessary in a denocracy, hence may be 
i 

formed freely and function unbindeJ;"ed. Parties, therefore, 

became institutionalized under the new constitution. In 

addition, it promised social and eccnomic rights, with provi

sion for the right of the state to plan economic development 

so as to achieve social justice and the right of the individual 

to the ownership and inheritance of property and the freedom 

of 'Mork and enterprise. 

In theory the state 'Mas given the right to plan economic 
-development so as to achieve social justice. On the other hand 

the neVI constitution did not make any su-bstantial change in the 

old political and socio-economic set up. Consequently the 

socio-economic basis of power remained unaltered and the old 

political forces \4/ere bound to come to forefront. This became 

the principle contradiction, because the neo-Democrats and 

Conservative Republicans were determined to prevent its 

implementation in order to protect their 0\1/n interests. 

According to the provisions of the ne-w constitution, 

new political parties were formed and each party started 

propagating its o\4/n programme. Taking full advantage of the 

liberal constitution each party tried to establish its own 

form of government. 
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The .Rightists formed right wing yo1.1th organization 

called "corrmandos". They demonstrated in the streets; their 

!irst violent action occ1.1rred on 31 Decenber 1968, when they 

broke into the q1.1arters of Leftist Students. Since then, tbey 

broke 1.1p leftist meetings, smashed windows of bookshops sold 

leftist literature. The aim of these youths was to revive 

and re-establish Islamic civUization and to assist the 

rightist party in deferxiing Turkey from Comnunism. 

On the other hand the leftists were equally active to 

bring about Communist revolution in Turkey. They formed 

many radical organizations, and called for mutual support 

between 1Norkers and peasants, and appealed to revolutionaries 

to assist them against the landowners, attack imperialism and 

the United States. F'rcm 1968 onwards disorders in the 

universities and clashes between political extremists of the 

right and tbe left took unprecedented violent form. These 

activities dragged the country to the brink of civil war. 

This was the situation on the eve or the second army 

intervention. The army presented a memorandum on 12 lllB.rch 

1971 ani demanded a strong and credible goverrment to end the 

anarchic situation and fratricidal strife as well as social 

and economic disorder. 
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Responsibility for this situation bad been placed 

squarely on the sbo ulders of parliament and the government. 

The commarners gave ult imatwn that if refonns were not 

carried out quickly, they would take over and finally they 

stepped :into do so. 

Whatever may be the situation, "e cannot justify the 

army intervention to violate the principle of civilian 

supremacy in order to save the essence Of civilian supremacy. 

Indirectly the army itself is responsible for this anarchy. 

Because the constitution of 1961 was anny sponsored constitu

tion and it "as drafted under their supervision. It was 

this constitution which gave unlimited freedom without proper 

check, of which extremis~ rightists and leftists took fUll 

ad vantage. Secondly the constitution did not make any 

substantial change in political, socio-economic condition, 

which obstructed in the implementation of the new provision 

guaranteed in the Constitution. Thirdly the provision of 

proportionate electorate system weakened the majority·party 

to implement programmes effectively. Moreover, the army's 

justification for intervention by citing the Kenya Speech 

delivered by Mustafa :fn 1931 that Turkish army was totally 

subordinate to tbe ci vUian po-wer and entrusted with the 

mission of securing unconditional defence Of the Turkish 

Republic against both e:xtemal and internal danger, could 

be questioned. 
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If the political culture of a nation is the sum total 

of its orientation at a given moment 1n history, then Mustafa 

Kemal' s assertion regarding army's role \las relevant at the 

time, 'Mhen Turkish Republic was in its infancy and not free 

from internal as wel~ as external dangers, and not now, when 

Turkish republic has acquired political maturity.' and healthy 

d ernocracy. 
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